Wilson Elementary School

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
MAY 2019

Demolition Starting!!

For all of you in the Wilson Elementary School Neighborhood and the greater area of Kennedy High School, the demolition of the existing buildings on the Wilson School campus will begin on Monday, May 6th with a little “up front set-up” activity on Thursday and Friday the 2nd/3rd to begin to prepare for Monday.

Please note the first two to three weeks will be light demolition from the inside of the buildings so you will not notice too much activity. There will be hauling bins delivered and picked up, but the interruptions will be minimal and will include flagmen and/or spotters as needed. The buildings will be demolished and hauled away beginning the 3rd or 4th week of May.

Actual Construction Activity
The Construction documents are currently in DSA for final planning review. While that is underway, Overaa Construction is currently coordinating with PG&E, EBMUD and others preplanning utility tie-ins and logistics while prioritizing community safety. We hope to have the date for actual construction set by the time we issue the next flyer.

Community Outreach
When we receive notice from the DSA (Division of State Architect) thus setting the official start of campus rebuild, we will schedule a Community meeting so that we can go over the important facts first hand.
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